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insufficient to criticize those ideals without offering altemative ideals that
are clearly incompatible with the eighteenth.centuryreaction against the
Enlightenment.
If modem fascismis compatible with both the Enlightenment and with
historical critiques of the Enlightenment, it may be that the problem does
not lie with the Enlightenment so much aswith the contradictions within
fascism.For example, if, as Lang argues,the Nazisknowingly committed
evil acts, which they concealed, this in itself suggests
that their thinking
was inconsistent. Analogously, the Nazi attack on Christian ideals was
inconsistent with their use of Christian symbolsand values. The simple
point here is that contradictions are, of course,compatiblewith anything.
The deeper question is, \Uhat knds of historical conditions and social
ideals are least and most compatible with contradictory thinking by heads
of state?
Naomi Zack
Uniuersityat Albany, SUNY

A S,gn is Just a Sign. Thomas A. Sebeok. (Advances in Semiotics Series) Bloomington and Indianapolis IN: Indiana Universiry Press, 1991.
Pp. 178; $12.95 paper.
Semiotics can trace itself back to two major sources,and this dual parentage continues to generate confusion about the locus and scope of semiotic
inquiry. Continental semiotics traces its lineageback to the early twentieth
century lectures of the Swiss theorist Ferdinand de Saussure, who developed a general linguistics that has becomethe norm for structuralist and, in
an ironic inversion, deconstructive theoriesof sign activity. This tradition
works within the binary opposition betweensignifier and signified, both of
which are contained within language.North American semiotics traces its
lineage back to the essaysof C. S. Peirce,who started in the 1860s to graft
his conception of semiosisto a larger metaphysical structure emphasizing
continuity and the growth of concrete reasonablenessin time. This tradi-
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tion works within the triadic correlation of sign, object, interpretant, and
is friendly to evolutionary theory. The plot thickens, of course, when it is
recognized that semiotic theory is woven into the entire fabric of world
philosophy and theology, and that each epoch has made its unique contributions to the understanding of signs. Yet in the contemporary period the
great divide still remains between those who would envision semiotics as a
branch of linguistics and those who see semiotics as the only proper
organon of systematic metaphysicsor, on a humbler plane, a unified science
of signs.
Thomas A. Sebeok belongs in the latter camp, and has long argued
against the conception of semiotics that would tie it too exclusively to
human speech. He reGrs to this limited perspective as a form of "glottocentrism" in which nonverbal forms of semiosis are either ignored or
misunderstood. Sebeok wishes to reshapesemiotic theory so that it can
become responsive to all of the biological and behavioral aspectsof sign
transmission. Painting on a much vaster canvas than his structuralist
cousins, he wishes to honor and acknowledgethe sign-using potential in all
living systems, from the simplest bacterium ro the only known languageusing organism, Homo sapienssapierc.This bold transformation of semiotics promises to remove it from the provincial realm of human utterance and
locate it squarely at the heart of nature and its innumerable orders of
interaction.
The title of this book of 15 essaysis a pun on a line from the popular song,
'As Time Goes By," that became the signature song of the L94Z film
Casahlnnca.A sigh becomesa sign and the world becomes, in the words of
Peirce, "perfused with signs." Umberto Eco has written two essayson
Casablanca,as noted by Sebeok, and its unusualpastiche of popular visual
and musical images has become something of a semiotic study in its own
right. A second echo of the title is, of course,Freud'sperhaps apocryphal
statement to his students that "a cigar is just a cigar." In either case, the
implication is that all organic interaction is semiotic through and through,
and that it is impossible to understand any life form without acknowledging
the sheer ubiquity of sign communication. Implied in the assertion that "a
sign is just a sign" is also a form of semiotic idealism (a phrase coined by
David Savan) that mutes our concem with the reference relation and
focuseson the forms of modeling that permeate the creation of semiotic
horizons of meaning. That is, signs are about other signsand not about the
"really real" in itself.
Sebeok takes the modeling metaphor seriously.Relying on the biological
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and semiotic theories of the Prussian writer Jakob von Uexkiill (18641944), whose epoch-making 1940 work, Bedeuamgslelve(The Tfumy of
Meaning), shapedthe emergent field of biosemiotics, Sebeok insists that all
sign-using organismsoperate out of what von Uexkiill called the Umweh.r
This term can be translated as"environment" or as"milieu." Sebeok prefers
to translate it as "subjective universe" or as "model," placing the emphasis
on how a given Umwebmodels and shapesthe transmission and reception
of signs. Messagesare encoded and decoded according to a semiotic context
that often overdetermines the nature of the signal asit reachesthe receiver.
ThelJmwelt is thus the private semiotic universe that models all that comes
into its orbit.
Sebeok is clear that all Umweken are embedded in a vast evolutionary
context that ensurestheir continuing relevance for the sign.using organism. Each specieshas its own unique Umweb, and must relate to the larger
orders of nature through its subjective universe of semiosis. Survival is
intimately tied to semiotic successat decoding. Sebeok states:"Signs have
acquired their effectiveness through evolutionary adaptation to the va'
gariesof the sign wielder's Umweh. When theUmweh changes, these signs
can become obstacles,and the signer, extinct." (p. 12) If structuralist
semioticians still wish to insist on the arbitrary nature of sign systems'
biosemiotic theorists stress the link between semiotic adaptability and
sheer evolutionary competence. Insofar as an Umweb is merely arbitrary it
will betray its owner and bring about sure demise. Signs must be reliable
indicators of environing conditions or they ceaseto have relevance.
Verbal communication is extremely rare in the universe and is a very late
evolutionary product. While language emergedas a form of evolutionary
adaptation, speechcame much later as a product of "exaptation," a term
meant to refer to the process whereby something that evolved for one
purpose can be co-opted for a different purpose. Semiotic theories that
privilege human speech ignore the more pervasive forms of nonverbal
communication that sustain the worlds of organic interaction and have a
different role to play in evolutionary utility. Sebeok isolates six key features
of semiosis that cut across the verbal/nonverbal divide: "These six key
factors-message and code, source and destination, channel and con'
text-separately and together make up the rich domain of semiotic re'
searches. However, the pivotal notion remains the srgn." (p. 16) Any
organism will function within thesesix semiotic dimensions. A simple cell,
for example, will transmit its messageto other cells via a specific code,
using a specific chemical channel within a larger biological context. The
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cellsin the immune system'for example,
arefu'y semiotic and displayail of
these features of communication whe'
they work in concert to attack a
diseasebody.
of course,no messageis transmitted
without ,,noise,,or some kind of
ambiguity' Every sign is subject to spoliation
or augmentation of meanrng.
sebeok refers approvingly'to p"ir..',
.on."p, of the "interpretant,, by
which Peirce makes it crear that a
sign interpreted is a sign changed.
Interpretantsare' among other things,
Jnhu.r..d.igns. The context within
semiosisoccurs rhup", tn" giori.;*"b
of [_rt".p.a;;;.T;"r,
'r'hich
Context include.sthe whole rangeof
the animal,s cognitive sysrems
(that is' "mind"), messages
flowing parallel, u. *"tt-"l ri.
*emory
ofprior messagesthat havete"r pio..rr"d
or experiencedand, no
doubt, the anticipation of futureLessages
expected to be brought
into play. (p.29)
Temporality and the comprexity of accumulated
forms of decoding frame
the entrance

of anv new sign into the 'rnird' oith"
;l;iilil.*"""orr.
The depth dimension,of the conter, i"
rt" species-speci
fic (Jmwert that
Iives betweenthe senderand-the,"."ru"r,
ihu, shapingthe direction and
content of communication.For Sebeok
communication,no matterhow
fraught with difficulty and surprise,,o.t
,
entropy to ensurethe
growth of orderand meaningwithin
"rur.rrt
biologic"l
structures.
On the human lerrel,refenedto as
,t"-rpn.r" of ,,anthroposemiosis,,,
semioticconrextsbecomevery complex,
u.,i th. 0r"..;;;i1".".;;;
,""r,
move through a greatervariety of ptssible
formsof encodingand possible
semblance'Both sebeokand Eco
i"i", ,o ii. ph".,o-.non of the lie asa
chief exampleof how messages
can be .r,.odid _ ,,;i-;;'."^frr,"*
varieryof ways.The context of rhe
messag.
t.tp, io" ,t;;:
ii#.*,",
usedto decodeit. Sebeokgivesthe
boy
running
roung
into the
""".pI-.?u
houseto tell his motherthat a tiger
h;;;J;pp.".ed in the back
vard.In
most conrexts this messagewould be
i..od.i
u li. ,r-" f"",lr'. V.,
supposethe househappensto be next
",
to ,i. *r.rr".
quartersof a famous
circus.This fact addsa new context
,same,
to the
message,
callingfor a
different type of decoding.sebeokt"rrtr
ur"t., and againto the ubiqurty
of context in signaltransmission,
u"a
the difficultiesinherenr
in
".pi?rizes
through the presuppositions
of
a
context.
-working
In his essay"rndexicality,
" oiiginallyd"lirr...d at the peirce
sesquicentennial IntemationalCongress H".u"rd
Lniversity in 1989,Sebeok
"t
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expands upon the evolutionary and contextual aspectsofsign functioning.
In his examination of Peirce'scategory of "secondness"(brute and dyadic
reaction) he stressesthe centrality of opposition and conflict in the shaping
of a semiotic context of meaning. The relation betweena sign and its object
is indexical, that is, partakes of secondness,when it involves a direct
physical connection such as contiguity or cause/effect. In the realm of
anthroposemiosis, indexicality is most strikingly manifest in the shaping of
a self-identity through social contrast:
Too, in human ontogenesis, Secondness is a universal of infant
prespeechcommunicative behavior (Trevarthen 1990). The reason
for this is that the prime reciprocal implication between ego, a
distinct sign maker, and aher, a distinguishable sign interpreterneither of which, I repeat, need be an integrated organism-is
innate in the very fabric of the emergent, intersubjective dialogic
mind (Braten). (p. 133)2
The power of the alter ego or the not-me imposesitself on the ego, thereby
ensuring that the self will respondto the intrinsic pattems and shapesof the
surrounding world. To ignore or downplay indexicality is to fall prey to the
wrong kind of semiotic idealism and to act as if signs were mere aesthetic
projections onto a nature devoid of shape or texture. Sebeok honors the
evolutionary perspective by placing indexicality at the heart of the growth
of self-identity in time.
Traditionally, the most cited example of indexicality is the medical
symptom pointing to an underlying complex of structures that must announce themselves by indirection. Semiotics was partially inaugurated by
medieval diagnostics, and the medical model remains one that continues to
influence contemporary theory. All physical and mental symptoms are
indexical in nature and have a contiguous and cause/effect relation to their
object. In Peirceanterms, the symptom,saya rash, is a sign of an object, say
an infection, which produces an interpretant, say a diagnosis, that the rash
(sign) is causedby a specificdisease"X" (object).
Akin to medical diagnostics is the art of detection. Sebeok has long had a
fascination with Pierce's concept of "abduction" (retroduction) and has
argued that Sherlock Holmes doesnot usededuction in his casestudies but
a form of abduction and its sub-species,interpretive musement.3 Indexicality gives material for reflection, while abduction provides general hypotheses(rules) for reading specificcasesin unique ways. From our simplest
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perceptual judgments to our most
complex categorial frameworks
.^ we remain sign-using organisms struggling
for evolutiJn*y ,;;i;;i.
structuralist semiorics, nor ; riention
d".;;;;;u."i..rp..,iu.r,
mute indexicarity and thereby overlook
the evolutionary structures that
empower semiosis' By making indexicarity
centrar to ,"-iotio,
s.r"ok
makes it clear that no account
of verbal o. .;rr;;;;;.il
of sign
transmission can be adequate if it
bvpassesth" phvrog..,"tl;;;;;;r.*.""tic enabling conditions of interpretatiorr.
I.rt".p..tants emergefrom nature
and are not free-floating possille
worlds urry_or" than they are
opaque
substances.A given sign is what it is
becauseofthe ordersofrelevance
that
surround it and give it a horizon
of meaning and value.
Sebeok has advanced the field ,;i;;i;,
ly p.JJi.,g a large natural
and evolutionary framework within"f
rt i.i rp..inc forms of semio-sis
can be
studied. In time' the glottoce"tti.
u'a-ri-cturarist conception
of
sign
activity will seem little more than
an idiosyncratic and provincial
distortion of the more generic semiotic forc",
of .r"tur.. yet this signal advance
in
semiotic theory has its own problematic
elementsthat must be confronted
if semiotics

is to bet-lv u"i1prf. Vv ..iriquefocuses
.";i; u",.,i".rr,.,u
metaphysical
assumptions
of sebeok's
p"rrp".tiu"andtheroletheyplay
in
locatingsignactivity.This

strategyi, p...".rousone in that
it rerieson a
conceptionof metaphysics.that
many"semioricians
would
find
problematic
in its own right' yet metaphysical
table and will arwavs,.u.urti,"-r"ir;;;;
".rd.ut"goricalcommitmentsare inevir"baltem configurationsthat
.T"rq. from any perspectivehavingg"rr.ri.
,.rr".rr.
It should be understoodthat my ii*gr..,n*rs
with sebeokrepresenta
family quarrel, and srem from a
iliil';;.ption
of the nature of sign
activity within the world and its role
in rn"png tn" n"-"r, prJ."r].
rrr.
binary linguistic rradition simply do.,
,ro, hiu. the categoricalpower
and
subtlety of the triadic and errolutio"".t
,r.ont"n derived from peirce.
consequently,seriouswork in *.iriilr
tiri'r't..t f.o- triadicity and move
outward toward larger orders of i.rr.r".rior,
,"1.u"r.;.^i;;1""r,
model (signifier/signified)is far r.;
;it"pkri. "rd
to fur,.tio., generically.
The questionbecomes:what is ril;;i;;"ture
and indexicalityin giving shapeto horizonsof meaning
,..rrr,, ?More important, how
does
natureserveto enabreand securesemiosis
""J
againstentropyand the ultimate
decayof meaningin time?put t"
doesan (Jmweltemerge
in the first place,and how does,,";h;-;#;'how
a.
the sign-usingorganism?To answerthesereratedquestions
"rrl," ""irinr
it isnecessary
or**rt
to probeinto
the latent formsof idealism,i,u, ,rifi.it"i
r",S.U."f.t ."i.;;rr.:."^
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There is a tension between the affirmation of indexicality and evolutionary competence on the one hand, and the use of a neo-Leibnizian "possible
world" strategy on the other, in defining the subjective and idealistic
elements in the lJ mwelt. Needlessto say,nature'contains' possible worlds,
if by "possible" is meant pertinent to an actual order. Possibilities surround
given interpretants, giving them maneuvering room and goading them into
novel actualities for growth and expansion. But it doesnot follow from this
more modest conception of possible worlds that each horizon of meaning,
whether an animal Umweltor a self-conscioushuman sign system, is a mere
model or projection of possible forms of semiosis.Sebeok'srepeated and
favorable use of Leibniz should give pause. Leibniz did give semiotics the
courage to seek for truly general conceptions of sign activiry, but his own
metaphysical commitments are deeply vexing to a naturalism that would
honor indexicality and secondness.For Leibniz, a possible world is a self'
contained and consistent universe of compossibletraits seeking instantiation in the actual world. It is as if each possibleworld hungered to find an
incamation in actuality and to become part of the preestablishedharmony.
Of course, the conception of possible worlds could not function at all were
it not for the conception of nonspatial monadsfunctioning as perspectival
and appetitive centers of semiosis. Sebeok must be careful to separate out
the generic intent of Leibniz, still to be honored, from his extreme idealism
that would reduce all semiosis to a kind of intramonadic mirroring. Put
differently, indexicality is incompatible with a monadology and its implicit
panpsychism.
Nature is not only a "semiotic web" with actual and possible worlds in
interaction. It is also a presemiotic realm of potencies that do not issue
forth in determinate signs.\/hat is neededis a kind of "ecstatic naturalism"
that honors nature's presemiotic and preformal potencies while giving an
appropriate place to natural forms of semiosis. An ecstatic naturalism
differs from a mere descriptive naturalism in that it struggles to articulate
the depth dimension of nature which obtainsprior to any actual sign system
or configuration of meaning. This is not to say that nature is some kind of
super-codeawaiting a proper reading by semiotics, but that it is the ultimate
enabling ground for all semiosisand, in its depth dimension, remains just
beyond the reach of semiotic theory. If Leibniz made the world too trans'
parent, thereby denying the brute and often opaque qualities ofsecondness
and indexicality, ecstatic naturalism allows for genuine opacity when and
where it is relevant.
Peirce himself left a complex legacy insofar as he stressedboth second-
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n:s.sanq a kind of panpsychism("matter is effetemind',).
sebeok lives
within thesetensions,therebyhonoringone of his ,our..r,
but ofien tilts
too stronglyin the directionof an idealismthat wourd,
oonr.uiu,-ru ,o
honor the utter sovereigntvof narureandits depthd;.;ri;;.
;]rritro o
product of natural order, and semiotic ord..,
ur. u.riq,,. i.r-irrut trr.v"
survive,howeverbriefly,in the faceof entropyandthe
irrdifr"r"nceof
nature' The innumerablepotenciesof the world sustain
"tt..
.r"ruoi ,.*tor,,
and goadinterpretants_
into novel and augmented
configuratiorrr.Th... i,
an abyssof differencebetweenu .rypto--o.radology
ii, *pri.i our,psychismand an ecstaticnatrrrarism
thut u.d..rt"riJ. ""a
the d"rk ,'rrrri-, or
the unconsciousof nature.4Semiotictheorymustpurge
itself of its rast
vestigesof idealismif it is to enter into the iraft
po"*.. oi";;.".
".i
The umwelt is what it is not becauseit is a ,,modll,'
or a ,,r,ril..rirr"
universe"but becauseit is an ejectfrom theheartof nature.
th. .o.rto,r, or
any given Umwek is a product of innumerable,,seconds,,
,il;;;
,,
specificspherewithin which to obtain.put differently,
"
u.rri,
latesthe shocksof the world and responds
"u.h
"rri-ito them ;;rd-gi;-#lJr"r,..
shaping or modeling it does,it doesout of a p.or
responseto its other.
Nature spawnsmoreoffspringthan it cansustain,and
survivaldependson
the depth and subtletyof awareness
to antecedent
u.rd,rr,.ou'Jtrig.""artions' It is more accurateto saythat (Jmwertenare
modeledby rrutJr. th".,
that they aremodelsin their own right. Natureis always
morethan can be
known by sign-usingorganisms,be they semioticians
or not. A proper
metaphysicsof nature locatessemioticswithin its
more generic."tJgori.,
and preservesthe dark unconsciousof naturefrom
an invasionthat would
import far too much transparencyinto a rearmforever
u"u""Jirr"l"".h of
the semioticweb. By the sameioken, s.mioti.s
wourdleam the naturar
piety that comesfrom a deepersenseof the
mysteryof an ecstatica'yselftransformingnature.
RobertS. Corrinston
DrewUniuersityTheological
SJool
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